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Resonance patterns have been observed in 2D solid-state NMR range (s33) suggest transmembrane helices, since the
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spectra of the transmembrane segment of M2 protein from Influ-
enza A virus in oriented samples reflecting the helical wheel of this
a-helix. The center of this pattern uniquely defines the helical tilt
with respect to the bilayer normal without a need for resonance
assignments. The distribution of resonances from amino acid spe-
cific labels around the “PISA wheel” defines the rotational orien-
tation of the helix and yields preliminary site-specific assignments.
With assignments high-resolution structural detail, such as differ-
ences in tilt and rotational orientation along the helical axis lead-
ing to an assessment of helical coiling, can be obtained. © 2000

Academic Press

Key Words: PISEMA; 15N solid-state NMR; orientational con-
traints; membrane proteins; oriented samples.

INTRODUCTION

Macromolecular structure determination by NMR spect
copy has been absolutely dependent on resonance assign
Indeed, inaccurate assignments have frequently led to inc
structures. Achieving the set of accurate resonance as
ments for a structural characterization is a very substantia
in solution NMR and a daunting task in solid-state NMR wh
methods are just now being developed (1, 2). Here we demon
trate that resonance patterns from membrane protein h
re present in solid-state NMR spectra representing h
heels and obviating the need for assignments prior to ac

ng an initial structural characterization.
Solid-state NMR-derived orientational constraints fr

amples with one-, two-, or three-dimensional order ca
sed to solve high-resolution structure from a lamellar p

ipid environment (3–5). PISEMA (polarization inversion sp
xchange at the magic angle) is a major improvement
revious experiments that correlate anisotropic dipolar
hemical shift interactions (6). The use of a frequenc
witched Lee–Goldburg pulse sequence to perform1H homo-

nuclear decoupling has resulted in far better resolution in
dipolar dimension. Two spectra displaying tens to hundre
resonances have been recorded (7) of uniformly 15N-labeled
proteins setting the stage for structure determination. P
ously, it has been noted that resonances having near ma
dipolar splitting at the low field edge of the chemical s
1621090-7807/00 $35.00
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bonds ina-helices are nearly parallel to the helix axis (8, 9).
Likewise resonances at the high field edge of the chemica
range (s11) that have a half-maximal dipolar splitting sugg
helices that are parallel to the bilayer surface. Here we re
nize thata-helices give rise to unique resonance pattern
these spectra and that the center of the pattern uniquely re
the specific tilt angle of the helical axis with respect to
bilayer normal. The rotational orientation about the helical
can also be determined. In a parallel and complementary
Marassi and Opella have independently observed the
phenomena in the PISEMA spectra of membrane polypep
and present their results in the accompanying paper (10).

The unique qualities of such observations are exemp
with spectra of the transmembrane peptide of the Influen
viral M2 protein. M2 protein, which forms a H1 channel in th
viral coat, provides an essential function during the viral
cycle (11, 12). This protein possesses a single transmemb
helix (residues 25–43) and as a tetramer it forms a channe
is pH gated (13, 14). A peptide (M2-TMP, residues 22–46) h
also been shown to conduct protons and to be blocked b
antiviral drug, amantadine (15, 16).

RESULTS

In Fig. 1 slices through the dipolar dimension of15N
PISEMA spectra from several single and multiple site lab
samples of M2-TMP are combined. These sites are assign
virtue of single site labeled preparations achieved by
phase peptide synthesis (17; Songet al., unpublished results

y connecting the resonances within each dipolar transiti
irror image pair of “PISA wheels” (polarity index sla
ngle) is immediately apparent.
Simulations of this phenomenon are displayed in Fig. 2B

alculating the15N anisotropic chemical shift and15N–1H di-
polar interactions for different helical tilts,t. Since the repe
unit of an ideala-helical structure (f 5 265°, andc 5 240°)
is a single peptide plane, these patterns can be calculat
simply rotating the helix about its axis byr, while calculating
the dipolar and chemical shift observables. The PISA wh
result from the noncollinearity of the chemical shift and dip
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interaction tensors and the fact that the near-unique t
elements are not aligned parallel to the helical axis. The
lowing equations are developed using an ideal helix, stan
bond angles for peptide planes, and standard values fo
relative orientation of the dipolar and chemical shift tenso

F~r, t! 5 ~chemical shift~r, t!, dipolar splitting~r, t!!

5 ~s11~20.828 cosr sin t 1 0.558 sinr sin t

2 0.047 cost! 2 1 s22~0.554 cosr sin t

1 0.803 sinr sin t 2 0.220 cost! 2

1 s33~20.088 cosr sin t 2 0.206 sinr sin t

2 0.975 cost! 2,
n i

2
~3~20.326 cosr sin t

2 0.034 sinr sin t 2 0.946 cost! 2 2 1!!

[1]

For a tilted helix, the plot of the PISA wheels is generate
graphing the set

S~t! 5 $F~r, t!: r [ @0, 2p!%. [2]

To examine the behavior ofF as the helix tilt increases, w
define thecenterof S(t) to be the average value ofF over the
nterval

FIG. 1. (A) Dipolar splittings observed from PISEMA spectra of multi
ith the bilayer normal parallel to the magnetic field direction. The spect

a Chemagnetics data acquisition system and a 9.4-T wide-bore Oxford
(LG) condition corresponding to a LG time increment of 26ms. A delay of
synthesizer (PTS) switch time. Thet 1 duration was incremented from 0 to 2
for eacht 1 increment. Spectral symmetry in the dipolar dimension was a

gainstt 1. The experimental error in the chemical shift dimension is65 ppm
(*) at their observed chemical shift. The resonances are connected in
information, only one will be used in the following figures.
or
l-
rd

the
.

y

Avg~t! 5
1

2p E
0

2p

F~r, t!dr

5 ~0.950s33cos2t 1 ~0.500s11

1 0.476s22!sin2t, 0.081n isin2t

1 1.34n icos2t 2 0.500n i!. [3]

This integral has the same effect as averaging the CSA
dipolar tensors about the helix axis.

In an experimental PISEMA spectrum, the wheel is c
posed of a set of discrete resonances—one of each p
plane. The center of the PISA wheel is uniquely governe
helix tilt and, as a function of tilt angle, forms an “X” patte
characteristic of collinear tensors (18). Here the tensors b
come collinear because of the “tensorial averaging” or rota
about the helix axis done just for this calculation. The ex
imental data is not on the X because the unique tensor ele
are not collinear with the helix axis.

In Fig. 2C, a more extensive collection of data from M
TMP is represented and overlaid with calculated PISA wh
having tilt angles of 35, 38, and 41°. In this way the tilt an
is shown to be 386 3°, consistent with the tilt angle calculat
from a set of assigned chemical shifts and from this se
assigned PISEMA results (17; Song et al., unpublished re
sults). However, the conclusion here is achieved without
use or need for resonance assignments.

and single site labeled preparations of M2-TMP in hydrated lipid bilayer
ere obtained (Songet al.,unpublished results) with a 400-MHz spectrometer u

truments magnet. An RF field strength of 38.5 kHz was used for the Le
was given at the onset of each6LG cycle to compensate for the frequen

G cycles and the refocused15N signal was typically acquired with 2000 transie
eved by setting the imaginary part of the data to zero before the Fourie
d in the dipolar dimension it is61 kHz. (B) Display of the dipolar splitting
lical wheel fashion. Since the two wheels are mirror images displaycal
ple
ra w
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Moreover, the rotational orientation of the helix,r, can be
etermined from amino acid specific labeling. By choosin
mino acid with an asymmetric distribution about the he
heel, the asymmetric distribution will be reflected in
ISA wheel. A PISEMA spectrum of15N Ile32,33,35,39,42-labeled

M2-TMP shows (Fig. 3A) the high resolution of this expe
ment. Here four of the resonances are within a 100° arc o
helical wheel, as shown on the horizontal scale of Fig.
while the fifth isoleucine resonance is separated from the o
by 100°. The PISEMA data are analyzed by using the p
ously determined PISA wheel (Fig. 2C) with a helical tilt
38°. The pattern is dissected into angular domains for asse
an experimentalr value for each resonance (Fig. 3B). Th

FIG. 2. The origins of the “PISA wheels.” For the analysis in this m
of t andr for an a-helix. t 5 0° occurs when the helix axis,h3, is parall
o h3 makes an angle of 0° withh1, the radial axis of the helix that pas
ransitions using average values of tensor elements (t11 5 31.3,t22 5 55.
hift tensor, given byu 5 17°, the angle in the peptide plane betweens33

are the mirror image about 0 kHz. (C) Characterization of the M2-TM
1. The data are consistent with a helix tilt of 386 3°. Note that the cent
shift (96 ppm) at 0 kHz on the dipolar scale.

FIG. 3. (A) The 15N Ile32,33,35,39,42-labeled M2-TMP PISEMA spectrum o
isotopic labels, but here the analysis has no dependence on such assign
or cataloging an experimental value ofr for each resonance. (C) The ex
00°/residue for an ideal helix. Predicted and experimental values are
xperimental axis atr0 5 25 6 10°.
n
l

he
,
rs
i-

ing
e

values are plotted against the predictedr values assuming a
deal helix of 3.60 residues per turn. The linear extrapola
ith a slope of 1.0 characterizes they intercept,r0(27–43)5

25 6 10°. Once again such an analysis is not depende
resonance assignments, but can be achieved using a b
approach of the experimental and predictedr values. Howeve
it is also possible to view this process as a preliminary as
ment method. The determination ofr0 is consistent with pre-
vious determinations (17, 19).

Figure 4A displays the experimental data along with the
fit defined from the analysis in Fig. 3. The best fit leads
complete predicted helical wheel (Fig. 4B). Such a whee
be compared to the independently assigned data display

uscript, n, the bilayer normal, is always aligned parallel toB0. (A) Definitions
oB0. r 5 0° occurs when the projection ofB0 onto a plane perpendicul
s through the Ca carbon of Leu26. (B) “Circles” drawn for one of the dipola

33 5 201.8 ppm) and the relative orientations of the dipolar and chem
n i (parallel to the N–H bond). The circles for the other dipolar transit
elix tilt from a more complete set of PISEMA data than that present
f the PISA wheels falls on a line that passes through the isotropic c

ined as in Fig. 1. Most of the resonances have been assigned based on
nts. (B) Based on Eq. [1], the “PISA wheels” can be dissected into domar angles
mentalr values are compared to predicted values based on residue numb
ed by solving for a best fit. The result is an extrapolation and intersecn with the
an
el t
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Fig. 4C. For many reasons the experimental data do not d
an ideal helical wheel. Variation int andr along the length o
the helix could generate scatter in the experimental data;
ever, based on the data set in Fig. 4C there appears to b
evidence for nonuniform values oft andr along the length o
he helix.

While changes inr andt along the length of the helix are
potential source of imperfections for these PISA wheels, t
are others. Differences in the chemical shift tensor (Tab
result in perturbations, as shown in Fig. 5A, that may acc
for much of the scatter in the experimental data. The rel
orientation of the15N chemical shift and15N–1N dipolar inter-
action tensors also influences the PISA wheel (Fig. 5B
particular, the shape of the pattern is extended in a dire
that is nearly perpendicular to the line formed by the patte
center as a function of helix tilt. The best fit value of
corresponds to abD angle of 105°. This value ofbD represent
a typical chemical shift tensor orientation for nonglyc
amides (20–24). From this figure it is clear that the expe
mental data are consistent with little variation inu. This may be
the result of more uniform secondary structure in a memb
environment than in an aqueous environment where a g
variation inu for a-helices has recently been suggested (25).

Another potential source for scatter in the experimental
s local distortion of the helix. Compensated changes in to
ngles can tilt the peptide planes without significantly alte

he number of residues per turn or the pitch of the helix. S
istortions are typically induced by proline and glycine,
ther circumstances may cause variation in the tilt of
eptide planes relative to the helix axis,d. In Fig. 5C such

variations are illustrated and demonstrate that the influen
d on the PISA wheels is essentially parallel to the line for
by the centers of the patterns as a function of helix
Consequently, the influence ofd is essentially orthogonal
hat of u, making the characterizations ofu and d essentially

FIG. 4. (A) Best fit (E) to the 5-site Ile-labeled M2-TMP PISEMA res
assignment of resonances, the helical wheel for this hydrophobic transm
wheel are compared to the experimental data.
er

w-
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independent. Once again, it is clear that the experimenta
are consistent with little variation ind.

DISCUSSION

The observation of helical wheels in the PISEMA spe
provides a mechanism to obtain detailed structural inform
without resonance assignments. Prior to this observation
onance assignments have been a prerequisite for sign
structural conclusions. Not only are the global tilt and r
tional orientation determinable from PISEMA data, but
clear observation of a PISA wheel places very substa
limits on the variation of helix tilt from one end of the helix
the other and on local distortions within the helix. These P
wheels can be observed, not only in the PISEMA spect
M2-TMP, but also in the M2d peptide from acetylcholin
receptor (5, 10), in the colicin E1 channel domain (26), and in
the fd coat protein (27) as well. These spectra have all b

btained from samples solubilized in lamellar phase phos
ipid bilayers, and even the presence of PISA wheels sug
hat transmembranea-helices have few distortions, such
kinks and bends, and that they have near ideal and un
local structure.

Many membrane proteins have numerous transmem
helices, which will compromise the observation of disc
PISA wheels in uniformly15N-labeled samples. However, f-
quently membrane proteins can be cleaved at the loop
tween helices with little loss of functional activity. This m
provide an opportunity to label individual helices or pairs
helices while the remainder is unlabeled. The recent de
stration of segmental labeling using inteins also provid
potential mechanism for simplifying PISEMA spectra of u
formly labeled proteins (25).

Alternative and laborious methods have been describe
achieving less structural information for a variety of syste

nces (*) based on the analysis in Fig. 3. (B) From this analysis and the
brane peptide can be predicted. (C) The predicted resonance positions fm the helica
ona
em
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The use of single site labels previously led to a determin
of global t and r0 in M2-TMP (17) and indirectly for the

ssignment of a uniformly labeled helix, M2d of the acetyl
choline receptor for the characterization oft (5). Infrared
spectroscopy of oriented, single-site isotopically labeled
TMP has also been used to determinet andr0 (19). Electron
pin resonance methods have also used single site lab
anged on helices through single-site cysteine mutagene
etermine helix tilts and rotational orientations (28, 29). For

he solid-state NMR approach, the incorporation of bulky
otentially perturbing spin labels is not necessary. Now sp
f uniformly labeled proteins, even in the absence of as
ents, can give rise to substantial structural conclusions.

s possible through the unique pattern of resonance
ISEMA spectra that directly reflect the protein structure
While several aspects and implications of the PISA wh

ave been described here the potential for future develop
s great. For instance, changes inr along the length of a hel
ill reflect coiling of the helix in a helical bundle. Additio
lly, the aqueous exposure of the M2 four-helix bundle a

he bundle axis should result in rapid exchange of am
rotons for deuterons along this channel axis eliminating
nances from just a segment of the PISA wheel, immedi

dentifying the portion of the helix exposed to the channel.
nly can transmembrane helices be characterized, bu

hose on the surface of the bilayer will give rise to PISA wh
s well. However, for these wheels a mirror plane e
arallel to the plane of the bilayer, resulting in a full turn of
ISA wheel in just 180° of the helical wheel. H/D exchange

hese helices will not yield as simple an image as for
ransmembrane helices. Such surface associated helice
lso be sensitive to variations inaD, the angle of the N–C1

bond projection in thes22/s11 plane to thes11 axis. The
ransmembrane PISA wheels are not sensitive to this para
nd to the relative magnitude ofs11 and s22, but the helice

Chemical Shift Tensor Element Magnitudes
for the Observed Sites in M2-TMPa

Site s11 s22 s33

Val27 33 55 198
Val28 29 53 202
Ile32 35 59 208
Ile33 31 54 202
Ile35 32 56 210
Ile39 30 54 195
Leu40 32 55 203
Trp41 32 56 205
Ile42 30 54 198
Leu43 29 56 200

a The chemical shift anisotropy has been determined from single site la
samples of M2-TMP. Spectra were obtained of samples dried from trifl
ethanol where the peptide is observed to bea-helical; it is likely, therefore, tha
the peptides for this characterization are in the conformation of interes
n
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Clearly, the PISEMA experiment opens new and exc
avenues for research into the structure of membrane pro

led
o-

FIG. 5. The chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), relative orientation of ch
ical shift and dipolar tensors (u), and local variation in helical structure throu
compensated peptide plane tilts (d) are potential sources of distortion for
PISA wheel. (A) The chemical shift anisotropy has been determined
single site labeled samples of M2-TMP. The calculation of a “PISA wh
using each of these CSA tensors (Table 1) is displayed showing sign
variation in both the pattern and the calculation of its center. (B) The influ
of u on the PISA wheel is dramatic, but shows little effect on the patt
center. The range ofu values displayed is 5 to 23° in 2° increments, whereu 1
bD 5 122°, the HNC1 bond angle. The valueu 5 17° corresponding tobD 5

05° has been used in all other figures. (C) The influence of peptide pla
n the shape of the PISA wheel is also dramatic, but there is little effect o
enter of the pattern. Thed values displayed are 0, 5, 8.7, and 12°. The i

helix has peptide plane tilts ofd 5 8.7°, the value used in all other figure
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